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Details of Visit:

Author: The Happy Punter
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 8 Oct 2013 19:00
Duration of Visit: 12 Hours
Amount Paid: 800
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Adriana Amazing - Swedish Escort In Chelsea
Website: http://adrianaamazing.co.uk
Phone: 07884454082

The Premises:

The Lady:

I have had the good fortune to have seen Adriana quite a few times since I first enjoyed the
pleasure of her company in May of this year.

She is stunning and gorgeous and takes my breath away every time I have the great pleasure of
meeting her.

But what’s not to like: 5 9, blonde, Scandinavian (Swedish), beautiful skin, playful, light-hearted,
sparkling deep green eyes, friendly, warm, flirty and dirty!

Oh, yes and did I mention 34 F (natural) tits, fantastically firm and pert bum (a runner you see),
great legs, oozing social and sexual confidence and my favourite quality of all (we all have our kinks
and this is without a shadow of any doubt one of my major one's), she is a great craic (as the Irish
say), up for a laugh, witty, sardonic, a charming and easy way about her; and oh yes, and I swear
the most winning and beautiful of smiles, which melts me every time, without fail.

The Bard was right: 'The maiden who laughs is half taken.' He omitted to say, as is the man!

One more thing I must say that I find really lovely is Adriana's voice. I haven't quite figured out why,
as it is is much more than just the lilt or timbre of the Swedish accent - it is a certain quality of
resonance or pitch that that is very pleasing and gentle on the ear..

I know, I know, I even find Adriana's voice attractive,....smitten or what!!

Despite being drop dead gorgeous and a total knockout, thankfully, she doesn’t take herself or the
situation to seriously (as neither do I) which makes for a really enjoyable time to be had – to me she
is captivating and compelling company.

The Story:

As luck and good fortune would have it, I was staying in London overnight for a series of business
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meetings and decided to enquire if Adriana would consider spending the night with me.

Adriana has a full time, demanding job and I am always amazed by her ability to balance and juggle
her life in a seemingly effortless and efficient way.

As it happened, Adriana could fit me into her tight schedule. I was very happy, as I always am,
when she can see me!

Now I am not a nervous first timer nor am I especially seasoned, and although I enjoy a longer
bookings because, to be fair, I am not a ‘wam, bam, thank you mam’ kinda man

I was, I have to confess, excited but at the same time, and I am not ashamed to admit it,
apprehensive of embarking on my first overnight adventure.

I was concerned on a number of fronts: running out of things to say (unlikely as I am quite the
chatterbox), not keeping [it] up (I don't have a lot of staying power; I am no sexual athlete), and
finally of just making a complete and utter tit of myself - and oh yes snoring, or worse (!!), I mortify
easily.

Anyway, as I was to discover and much to my relief to have chosen Adriana to take my ‘overnight
virginity’ was a wise choice - I needn’t have worried one tiny bit - I was in very capable hands and
she is just so easy going.

To cut a long story short - I had just the most fabulous time and I am so grateful that I took the
plunge because the memory of it will be forever etched.

We met in the hotel at 7pm, did the necessary paperwork and shortly after got on our way to an
especially nice restaurant, great fun, great food, great wine. I love all that – sets the scene perfectly
I find! .

And then back to the room we went - Adriana is very giving, very attentive, very confident and
probably, truth be told, in so many ways my ultimate sexual fantasy, so I could not have been
happier, she ticks all my boxes and more, much more - things came to, as they tend to on such
occasions, to a natural and gratifying conclusion/ finale.

I couldn't have been more content and satisfied and lay on the bed looking up at the ceiling and
thought, as I often do, 'It's not fair.... how is it possible that that a cuddly middle aged, who is no
George Clooney, Brad Pitt or even Jack Black (well, more Jack Black to be fair) to say the least,
enjoy the attentions and ministrations of such a beautiful, sensational woman?' (I do know the
answer but please indulge me just a little!!).

My post coital euphoria was slightly curtailed as Adriana a nubile, fantastically fit, 26 year old
ravishing beauty lay next to me and I just thought, ‘Bloody hell, I will never be able to perform all
night or keep up [and I do mean quite literally keep up]. I had meetings back to back the following
day and to be honest, and I know its boring, I need my beauty sleep (it's my age).

I needn’t have worried because Adriana also has a full time job and we both needed a decent
nights sleep. I know, I know… sleep…. on an overnight with the most gorgeous woman you could
imagine lying next to me....hello...I realize you must think I am mad.... but hey, I am big enough and
ugly enough to know where the fantasy ends and reality bites and messing with beauty sleep, either
mine or Adriana's was simply not an option, as it was business as usual the following day.... go on
roll your eyes,..... I can take it!!

We did however have one more delicious ‘round' (what a horrible expression, as if it’s a boxing
match!) and very indulgent it was (for me); suffice to say that Adriana, is very accommodating and
always eager to lend a helping hand even at 7am!!
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When I first met Adriana I said that she should carry a serious health warning – she is potentially
seriously addictive....however I would say that she far to sensible (and to be fair, despite being
smitten, so am I) to let that happen, but I can confirm she is during the times I have the pleasure of
enjoying her company – completely, utterly absolutely intoxicating, and boy do I enjoy being
intoxicated

The Bard was right parting is always such sweet sorrow. And I often reflect, who goes away richer
from such an encounter - but I don't really mean richer I actually mean enriched and, of course, that
is me, time and time again which is why I keep coming back to enjoy the many pleasures and joys
which is Adriana Amazing.

(Oh yes and embarrassingly - I did snore, quite loudly actually, cringe..... - but Adriana said my
snoring was a compliment as it showed how relaxed I was in her company - ha ha ha, honestly....
how professional, polite and sweet of her was that!!).

So raise a glass with me - 'To Adriana' and 'To us Gentlemen' who have already or will, enjoy the
many pleasures and joys which is Adriana Amazing! Cheers or Skal!
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